A tree automaton is a system (Q, fl , "" , fk , F) where Q is a set of states, fl, "" , fk are operations on Q of arbitrary finite index, and F __C Q is a set of final states. The input to a tree automaton is a tree structure and thus the behavior of a tree automaton is a set of trees. These automata are generalizations of ordinary automata, in which all f's are unary. An algorithm for constructing a minimal tree automaton is given.
INTRODUCTION
Biichi (1966) has observed that finite automata are algebras in which the set of states is the carrier and all operators are unary except the initial state, which is 0-ary. The advantage of this representation is that many algebraic results may be immediately applied to automata theory. This approach has allowed the recent generalizations made by Doner (1967) and Thatcher and Wright (1966) , who have investigated automata as algebras in which the operators may be of arbitrary finite index. This is an interesting generalization because these automata may be interpreted as machines which accept tree structures as input.
In this paper we consider the minimalization problem for tree automata. These results were a part of the author's doctoral thesis, Brainerd (1967) . Arbib and Give'on (1968) independently investigated the minimalization problem using a somewhat different approach.
TREES
The trees considered in this paper should more properly be called labelled ordered trees. The labels will be members of some alphabet A, but only trees of a certain type will be considered; therefore, we first make the following definition: DEFINITION 2.1. A stratified alphabet, Gorn (1966) , is a pair (A, ~), where A is a finite set of symbols and ~: A -+ N = {0, 1, 2, --. I. Let A~ = ~-l(n). (21 c~2 (2n will always be represented by the string ~la2 ... ~x, the Polish postfix notation for the tree. Let A n be the set of trees over A. Note that A r = 2~ if A0 = ~. (Thatcher and Wright (1966) use prefix notation and call A r the set of terms over A. The use of postfix notation allows a tree automaton to read a tree from left to right.) DnFINITION 2.3. The depth of a tree is defined as follows:
Example 2.4. LetA = {V, ~, p, q}, z(V) = 2, ~(~-~) = l, z(p) = a(q) = 0. In this case A r is the set of formulas of propositional calculus which contain at most two statement letters. The tree \/ I q P which in this paper will be written p ---qV would usually be written ""p V q using infix notation.
It should be noted that trees are generalizations of strings. Let A = {~, Xl, .--, xk} where ~(#) = 0 and a(xl) = 1, 1 =< i _-< £. Then any tree #a ~ A n may be identified with the string a C (A --{#} )*.
3. TREE AUTOMATA DEFINITmN 3.1. Let (A, z} be a stratified alphabet, where A = {xl, x2, .-. , xk}. A tree automaton over A is a system M = (Q, fl, f2,
• -, 9¢k, F) where 1) Q is a set of states; 2) f~ : Q~(~) --~ Q, 1 < i -< k; and 3) F ~ Q is a set of final states. M will be called a finite automaton if Q is finite.
Notation. If x = xl, then f~ means f~. The functions fl, f:, "'" , fk are called transition functions.
We now indicate how each tree automaton accepts or rejects a tree in A r. The functions fi induce a response function p: A r -~ Q, which, with F, defines a subset of A r. DEFINITION 3.2. The response function p of a tree automaton M is defined as follows: Note that if A = {#, x~, ... , x~}, where a(#) = 0 and a(x~) = 1 1 =< i -< k, then (Q, f~ = q0, fi, "'" , fk, F) is an ordinary automaton, accepting strings #a, a C (A -{#} )*. In this sense q0 should be thought of as the response to the first symbol #, rather than a start state.
DEFINITION 3.3. T(M) = Is C Arlp(a) C F}. T(M) is the behavior of M and we say that M accepts T(M). M1 and M2 are equivalent iff T(M~) = T(M2).
It is felt that something is lost if trees are viewed simply as strings when written in postfix or any other linear form. For example, if the trees accepted by the automaton in example 3.4 are written in prefix form, the automaton accepts the set { (pk/)~p I n ~ 0}, which is accepted by an ordinary finite automaton, whereas the set {p~+~ V ~ I n => 0} is not.
The purpose of this paper is to give an Mgorithm for constructing a minimal automaton. We are usually interested in finite automata; however, free automata, together with the concepts of homomorphism and congruence provide the key to the minimalization problem. Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of a. 
f~ [p~(~l), ..., 
LEMMA 4.3. If M~ ~ Ms, then T(MI) = T(M2).

Proof. a C T(M~) iff pl(a) C F, iff h(p~(a)) E F2 iff p2(a) E F2 ~ E T(M2).
. , fk, F} is reduced and T(M) = Z, then M*(Z) ~ M and the response p of M is the homomorphism. That is, all reduced automata accepting ~ are homomorphic images of the fl'ee automaton with respect to Z.
Proof. 1) p(
A ~) = Q since M is reduced. 2) Let ¢(x) = n, then $ iff a E T(M) iff p(a) C F.
LEMMA 4.9. If h is a homomorphism of M~ onto Ms (both reduced), then X ¢.~ Y iff hX = hY is a congruence on M1 and M1/~ ¢=v Ms.
The proof is immediate from the definitions of homomorphism, congruence and quotient.
These results may be summarized as follows: 
THE MINIMALIZATION ALGORITHM
Given a finite tree automaton, we wish to construct an automaton with the same behavior having the fewest states. We believe that if the material in this paper is specialized to the case of unary transition functions, the result will be a nice presentation of the minimalization problem for ordinary automata. The results and proofs will appear somewhat less complicated in the special case.
We begin by eliminating all states which are the response of no tree. This can be done effectively because of the following lemma. It is a generalization of a result for ordinary automata, Biichi (1966) and Rabin and Scott (1959) , and is proved in Doner (1967) and in Thatcher and Wright (1966) . In the remainder of this paper, all automata are assumed to be reduced. Note that a free automaton is reduced.
We now define an easily computed congreunce --~, such that if M is finite, M/--~ will be minimal. 
